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Within the thesis

area, the largest blocks are the Webb/Woodruff blocks,

which are composed of Devonian Woodruff Formation thrust
over Mississippian Webb Formation. The blocks came to rest
on the lower part of the Mississippian Antelope Range
Formation (Mar).

Deposition of the Mar continued and

covered the blocks.

When movement on the thrust ceased
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A

coarsening-upward trend is shown in the lithology of the

Antelope Range Formation and elsewhere in central Nevada
by the Dale Canyon and Diamond Peak Formations.

The Mar

conglomerate on the east side of the thesis area
represents the final stage of molasse sedimentation,
locally.

Other allochthonous blocks are present in the study
area.

Represented are the following Devonian units:

Devils Gate Limestone, Beacon Peak Dolomite, and the
Oxyoke Canyon Sandstone.

The provenance of these blocks

cannot be exactly determined.

They may have been

introduced into the flysch trough at the same time as the
Webb/Woodruff blocks or they may have arrived during the
late Jurassic or early Cretaceous.

There is no record of

deposition within the thesis area from the late
Mississippian to the early Cretaceous.

All allochthonous

blocks rest on the Mar.

Lack of exposure prevented accurate location and
analysis of structures, determination of stratigraphic
succession, stratigraphic correlation, and interpretion
and dating of tectonic events that affected the study
area.
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MISSISSIPPIAN FLYSCH-TROUGH SEDIMENTS, SOURCES, AND
STRUCTURE OF THE SOUTHERN FISH CREEK RANGE,

EUREKA COUNTY, NEVADA

INTRODUCTION

Location and Access

The study area is located twenty-five to thirty miles
south-southwest of Eureka, Nevada (Fig. 1, 2).

The

southern boundary is the Eureka-Nye county line (Fig. 2),
and the area is four miles square.

The eastern and western

boundaries are in the Quaternary and Tertiary deposits that
make up the valley fill.

The thesis area may be reached by following State
Highway 20 southward out of Eureka for about ten miles to
the Fish Creek Ranch road and continuing to Eight Mile
Well, which is eight miles south of the Ranch, near the
southeast corner of the thesis area.

There are two fairly well-kept dirt roads which adjoin
the the main road and give access to the eastern side of
the Range.

One of these is located at the northern end of

the thesis area.

This road climbs westward from the valley

floor (on the east of the Range), goes up past the toe of

ridge 7731, curves around a large vanadium deposit, and
heads southward through the center of the area.

The other

road begins about one-half mile north of Eightmile Well,
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climbs westward into the center of the area, curves around
a second vanadium deposit and continues northward until it
joins the first road.

Along the southern boundary of the

thesis area,the Fenstermaker Wash road curves westward from
the main road and proceeds northward along the west side of
the thesis area.

There are numerous mining roads within

the area that give good access to other locations but, some
can be traversed only with a four-wheel drive vehicle or
Most parts of the thesis area are

all-terrane cycle.

within no more than a twenty-minute walk from the vehicle.
Terminology

Dunham (1962) and Folk (1962) were used for the
carbonate classification.

Dunham's scheme is usually

applied when classifying dolomite or limestone that has
been recrystallized.

Folk's reflects the the environment

of deposition and the physical energy responsible for the
formation of a given carbonate.

Terminology for stratification was taken from McKee
and Weir (1953).

Bedding thicknesses are classified as

follows:

laminated - 2mm. to 1 cm. (approx. 0.08 to 0.5 in.)
very thin-bedded - 1 to 5cm. (approx. 0.5 to 2 in.)
thin-bedded - 5 to 60 cm. (approx. 2 in. to 2 ft.)
thick-bedded - 60 cm. to 120 cm. (approx. 2 to 4 ft.)
very thick-bedded - greater than 120 cm.

Williams, Turner, and Gilbert (1954) was used for

5

petrographic descriptions and sandstone classification.
Field Methods

A base map with a scale of four inches to the mile
(1:15,840) was enlarged from a U.S. Geological Survey

topographic map of the Cockalorum Wash quadrangle.

Mapping

of bedrock was done in the field during the summer of 1985;
however, in areas of low relief, some of the Tertiary
sediment areas were mapped by plotting the contacts on
aerial photos and transferring the contacts to the base
map.

These contacts were later verified in the field.

All map locations in the text except as noted, refer
to locations on Plate 1, the geologic map of the area.

6

GEOLOGIC SETTING

A stable, passive continental margin had been
established along the western edge of the North American
craton sometime during the late Precambrian (Stewart, 1972,
1976).

A long sinuous belt, the Cordilleran geosyncline,

extended from northern Canada to northern Mexico and was
probably the consequence of a late Precambrian rifting
event.

By the Early Cambrian, a substantial thickness of

sediment had accumulated in that geosyncline, in three
broad, sub-parallel lithofacies belts (Fig. 3):

1) in the

east, deposits of miogeocline (shelf) dolomite, limestone,
and quartz arenite; 2) between the distinctive sediments of

the shelf and deep ocean a transitional belt of mostly
carbonate clastics; and in the west 3) eugeosyncline chert,

mudstone, minor volcanics, and deep-water limestone
(Roberts et al., 1958; Stewart and Poole, 1974).

This

style of sedimentation continued with little disruption
into the Silurian (Fig. 4).

In Nevada, the Silurian-Devonian transition was a time
of relative quiescence.

A broad carbonate platform

continued to accumulate sediments.

The outer shelf

remained a shallow-water lithotope until the late
Llandoverian (Fig. 5) when basins 200 to 250 meters deep
began to form there (Johnson and Murphy, 1984).

Matti and

McKee (1977) proposed that the formation of the Toiyabe
Ridge at the outer edge of the outer shelf margin acted as
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Diagram showing distribution of
Fig. 3.
lithofacies in Cordilleran geosyncline.
(from Matti, et al., 1975)
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Index map of Nevada, showing counties.
Figure 4.
A. Minimum westward extent of Lower Cambrian
cross-bedded quartz sandstones. B. Minimum westward
extent of Upper Ordovician-Lower Silurian shelf
carbonates. C. Boundary between graptolite facies and
shelf carbonates of Upper Silurian rocks. D. Boundary
between open-marine limestone facies and shelf-dolomite
(from Johnson
facies of lower Middle Devonian rocks.
and Potter, 1975)
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PALEOZOIC STAGES

320 - 345 MY
Mississippian

345 - 395
Devonian

395 - 430
Silurian

Chesterian

Famennian

Pridolian

Meramecian

Frasnian

Ludlovian

Osagean

Givetian

Wenlockian

Kinderhookian

Eifelian

Llandoverian

Emsian
Pragian
Lochovian

Figure 5. Reference for Paleozoic stage names.
MY = millions of years ago.
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a physical barrier, allowing the water shoreward of that
margin to become oxygen deficient.

On the carbonate

platform, a depositional hiatus between the Lochovian and
Pragian was followed by a series of 12
transgressive-regressive (T-R) cycles, Ia-f and IIa-f,

which continued into the Late Devonian (Fig. 6) (Johnson et
al., 1985).

Two allochthonous units were deposited in the thesis
area during these Devonian T-R cycles.

The oldest unit is

the Beacon Peak Dolomite, which was deposited during T-R
cycles Ia and Ib

and the Oxyoke Canyon Sandstone (IC)

conformably overlies the Beacon Peak.
In North America the inception of T-R Cycle II
corresponds to the Taghanic onlap (Johnson, 1970).

In the

thesis area two units were deposited during this interval.

The Bay State Dolomite accumulated during T-R Cycles If to
IIa.

It was succeeded by the Devils Gate Limestone (IIb to

IId).

By the early Frasnian, the rising sea had inundated
the shallow divides between drowned valleys.

An extensive

carbonate platform covered most of the western United
States between the continental slope (in Nevada and Idaho
today), and a lowland area (in northeastern Utah,
southeastern Wyoming, and most of Colorado).

In Nevada, initial Antler-related tectonic activity
took the form of foreland epeirogeny creating the Pilot
Shale basin (Poole, 1974; Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).
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Sediments of the Pilot Shale basin contain interbeds which
have a high content of organic carbon and are economically
important as petroleum source rocks (Sandberg et al.,
1983).

West-dipping subduction of oceanic crust may have
begun as early as mid-Frasnian time, and led to the
formation of the Roberts Mountains allochthon (RMA) as an
accretionary wedge above the Roberts Mountains thrust (RMT)
(Fig. 7c).

On the platform, regression began in the middle

Famennian, and widespread carbonate sedimentation came to a
close.

The major continent-wide regression was interrupted

by two minor transgressions, but resumed in the late
Famennian (Johnson et al., 1985).

Within the thesis area,

an unconformity separates the Devonian carbonates from
Mississippian sediments.

This unconformity was the product

of foreland uplift; the first positive expression of the
Antler bulge (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981; Speed and
Sleep, 1982).

The sea was at a lowstand during approximately the
first three million years of the Mississippian.
period of relative continental stability.
continued in the west.

This was a

Subduction

Sediments were deposited in basins

atop the RMA while strata within the RMA were being
tectonically shuffled.

In the early part of the late Kinderhookian, the RMA
emerged on the continental margin, creating a narrow seaway
eastward from Nevada to Montana.

By early late
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molasse

flysch trough

FUTURE ALLOCHTHON
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A

Figure 7. Crustal transects across western margin of North
America to show sequence of events duing emplacement of
Roberts Mountains allochthon. A. prethrust lithofacies. B.
Location of future structural elements related to Roberst
Mountains thrust. C. Emplacement phase 1, after partial
underthrusting. D. Emplacement phase 2, after descent of
continental crust and after flysch trough has formed. E.
Post-emplacement isostatic uplift of allochthon and
deposition of molasse. (From Johnson and Pendargast, 1981)
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Kinderhookian time, detritus from the newly formed Antler
highlands was being shed into a flysch trough (Fig. 7d),

which had formed to the east of the allochthon in response
to the weight of the RMA (Speed and Sleep, 1982).

Initial

deposition in the trough was characterized by hemipelagic
sediment followed by allodapic limestone (Johnson and
Pendergast, 1981).

As movement continued, the toe of the

RMT continually breached the flysch-trough sediments.

Sediments derived from the allochthon overlapped the RMA
and were overridden by the RMT.

The trough sediments

formed a west-derived clastic wedge which eventually
overwhelmed the calc-turbidites entering from the east.
Subduction was finally terminated by the buoyancy of the
continental crust.

Transgression ended in the mid-Meramecian when
movement along the RMT had ceased, but the highlands
continued to rise.

The earlier-subducted continental crust

had started to rebound isostatically, resulting in uplift
of the RMA (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

By the

Meramecian, deep-water sedimentation had been superseded by
coarser, shallow-water clastic (molasse)
(Fig. 7e) (Harbaugh and Dickinson, 1981).

sedimentation

Molasse

continued to be deposited in the trough into the early
Pennsylvanian.

There is no evidence of younger sedimentation within
the thesis area until the Cretaceous, but immediately to
the south Sans (1985) found rocks that belong to

15

the Permian Carbon Ridge Formation.

Presumably, Permian

sedimentation was widespread, but the sediments were either
removed or not deposited in selected areas.

The scarcity

of Pennsylvanian through Cretaceous sediments may be the
result of uplift in central Nevada during the Late Permian
and Triassic in response to the Sonoma orogeny (Silberling
et al., 1962; Collinson et al., 1976), which resulted in
the eastward movement of ocean-floor sediments over the
eroded shallow-water deposits of the Antler highlands
(Golconda allochthon).

Post-Sonoma tectonism may have

caused continued, localized uplifts from the Jurassic into
the Cretaceous (Stewart, 1980).

Nevada was also part of the hinterland of the Sevier
orogenic belt during Jurassic through Cretaceous time
(Armstrong, 1968; Miller and Gans, 1989).

The hinterland

was the site of deformation, plutonism, and regional
metamorphism while large-scale overthrusting and folding
took place along a north-northeast-trending belt in
southeastern Nevada and central Utah.

It is unusual for

Sevier deformation to find expression in rocks as far west
as the Fish Creek Range, but several of the allochthonous
blocks within the thesis area may have slid to their
present position at that time, the result of localized
uplift.

During the Cenozoic, intense volcanism and widespread
normal faulting reshaped the Nevada landscape and resulted
in the characteristic basin-and-range topography present in

16

the region today (Zoback et al., 1981).

AUTOCHTHONOUS ROCKS

Antelope Range Formation, Discussion
The Mississippian Antelope Range Formation (Mar), an
autochthonous sequence of mostly arkosic sandstone (Mars)
(Fig. 8) and associated conglomerate (Marc) (Figs. 9 & 10),
is by far the most prevalent unit in the thesis area.

It

was named from rocks of similar age and lithology found in
the northern Antelope Range, ten kilometers to the west
(Hose et al., 1982).

In the type area, sandstone is

succeeded by an indeterminate thickness of olive-gray to
medium-gray silty shale (Hose, 1983).

Unfortunately, in

the thesis area, lack of exposure and the presence of
structural complexities within the unit make determination
of thickness, stratigraphic succession, and internal
variations virtually impossible. In the type area,

sandstone is succeeded by an indeterminate thickness of
olive-gray to medium-gray silty shale (Hose, 1983).

There

is shale in the Mar north of hill 7537 (Plate 1) matching
the type description, but its stratigraphic position is
uncertain.

Map units labeled Mars and Marc reflect gross
lithology.

The predominant lithology (>85%) in areas

labeled Mars is sandstone, and the predominant lithology in
areas labeled Marc is conglomerate.

Later, two other

terms, Maru and Marl, will be introduced.

These refer to

the upper and lower portions of the Antelope Range

18

Fig 8.

Antelope Range Formation sandstone (Mars).

Antelope Range Formation pebble conglomerate
found in both Mars and Marc.
Fig 9.

19

Fig 10.

Antelope Range Formation conglomerate (Marc).

Fig 11.

Aerial view of Mars and Marc looking northwest.
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Formation.

They are intended to describe a temporal and

spatial situation rather than defining discrete lithologic
packages.

The Mars is easily recognizable in the field and on
aerialphotos (Fig. 11).

The rocks weather grayish orange

to moderate yellowish brown over most of the unit's extent.

However, west of hill 7731 and north of hill 7537 the Mars
weathers moderate to dusky red.

Fresh surfaces exhibit the

same color variations as weathered surfaces, but the hue of
some is slightly less intense.

Judging from the float and

scarce outcrops, it appears that bedding in the Mars ranges
from thin to thick.

The lithologic content of the Mars is

fairly consistent, but grain size, roundness, and sorting
are somewhat variable.

Quartz, chert, feldspar, and

lithics are the framework constituents and make up about
95% of any given sample. The remaining 5% is cement, a
combination of chert, quartz, and hematite.

It is the

hematite which gives the Mars its characteristic color.

Thin sections of the sandstones show that the
lithology of the Mars is consistent throughout the thesis

area and throughout its extent in the southern Fish Creek
Range.

Sandstone is composed of approximately 50 to 60

percent quartz, 40 to 50 percent chert, 1 to 5 percent
feldspar and 1 to 5 percent lithic fragments (Fig. 12).

The lithic fragments are shale or mudstone. According to
the sandstone classification scheme of Williams, Turner,

and Gilbert (1954) these samples range from feldspathic to

21

Photomicrograph of Antelope Range
Figure 12.
Formation sandstone. Field of view is approximately 3.3 mm (long dimension).
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arkosic arenites.

Most Mar sandstone is medium to very coarse grained.

There is also fine-grained sandstone and infrequent
near-pebble conglomerates occur.

Some of the samples are

well-sorted, but others are composed of grains ranging from
very fine to coarse.

The degree of roundness may also vary

within a given sample; the grains may range from angular to
well-rounded. Another sample may exhibit a higher degree of
uniformity; the grains may all be subangular or all
well-rounded.

According to Folk (1951) the presence of feldspar and
lithics, the poor sorting, and paucity (<5%) of cement
indicate a texturally submature rock which was probably
deposited in a moderate- to low-energy environment.

The Marc is found only on the east side of the thesis
area. Outcrops are rare.

It is a massive assortment of

boulders, cobbles, and pebbles in a poorly sorted, poorly
indurated matrix.

The majority of the clasts are from the

Ordivician Vinini Formation, which include clasts of green
chert and black chert and a brown quartzite.

The rest of

the clasts are from Devonian carbonates, Antelope Range
Formation sandstone, and Mississippian siliceous rocks.

The carbonate clasts often reach a size where they could be
more appropriately called megaclasts. This may give
credence to the proposal (discussed in the next section)

that the large allochthonous Devonian carbonate blocks (and
other allochthonous Devonian and Mississippian blocks
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sitting on the Mar), that are found elswhere in the thesis

area, may be olistoliths that are also part of the molasse
(Mars/Marc) sequence.

In the northeast corner of the thesis area, there is

the indication that sedimentation was continuous upward
from Mars to Marc.

These are probably the youngest

Antelope Range Formation sediments in the Fish Creek Range.

In this area, it is not possible to ascertain exactly
where the Mars stops and the Marc begins; the contact on
the map is drawn at an intermediate zone where sandstone
and conglomerate beds alternate and interfinger.

The

Mars/Marc succession is typical of the coarsening-upward
trend in the molasse along the western margin of the basin
at that time (Wilson and Laule, 1979; Harbaugh and
Dickinson, 1981; Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

Stratigraphic relationships may also be obscured by
faulting.

Hose (1983) surmised that the morphology and

lithologic content of the Marc was reminiscent of a fan
deposit.

In the northern part of the thesis area, Mar rests

unconformably on the Devonian Devils Gate Limestone (Hose
et al., 1982).

Along the eastern side of the thesis area,

the Marc is in fault contact with the Mississippian Webb
Formation (Fig. 13).

The lower part of the Antelope Range

Formation (Marl) underlies and the upper part of the
formation (Maru) presumably overlapped, the allochthonous
rocks in the area (Fig. 14 and Plate 2).

The Marc
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represents the last phase of Mar deposition, but no
evidence could be found to support Hose's (1983) proposal
that the Marc is in stratigraphic contact with the Webb
Formation.

Restoration of the Webb and Mars/Marc to their

original positions along the fault (NF 1, Fig. 14)

indicates that the Webb may lie beneath the Mars/Marc
succession found there.

The Mars/Marc succession is correlative with the Dale
Canyon/Diamond Peak Formation couplet (Diamond Mountains),

which contains rocks of similar lithology and mimics the
coarsening-upward sequence of the Mars/Marc (Stewart, 1962;
Nolan, Merriam and Blake, 1974).
The Mar is considered to be Osagean or younger.

Hose

et al. (1982) based this assignment on several pieces of
evidence including a mixed assemblage of Devonian and
Mississippian conodonts collected from a shale in the
northern part of the Antelope Range (5-10 miles to the
west), the stratigraphic position of the Mar above the
Osagean Kinkead Spring Limestone (Antelope Range), and a
similar assemblage of conodonts extracted from a limestone

collected from what they believed to be the Mar in the
southern Fish Creek Range (location unknown).

Poor

exposure made it impossible for them to be sure that the
limestone was part of the Mar.

Just north of hill 7473 (southern end of thesis area)

a sample was taken from a limestone bed within what is
probably Mar (Plate 1).

The sample contained Mississippian
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(Osagean) conodonts identified by G. Klapper.

The

assemblage is typical of collections taken from rocks
deposited in the flysch trough,and it is not likely that
further sampling of the Mar would produce significantly
different results.

While this information does constrain

the age of this possible Mar sample to the early
Mississippian, the date does little to help locate the Mar
chronologically or stratigraphically in the trough
succession.

With the exception of the Mar shales west of

hill 7537, which contain plant remains of indeterminate
age, no megafossils were found in the Mar.

It is interesting to note that the Mar lies directly
on the Devils Gate Limestone in the Fish Creek Range.
However, in the northern Antelope Range (just to the west)

two units, the Davis Spring Formation (Mds) and the Kinkead
Spring Limestone (Mks), lie between the Mar and the Devils
Gate equivalent, the Fenstermaker Wash Formation (Dfw).

These depositional relationships suggest that the Mar in
the northern part of the Antelope Range may be a tongue and
that the Mds and the Mks may interfinger with portions of
the Mar (Fig. 15).

This interpretation is speculative.

The Mds represents a deep-water lithotope, composed of
silty dolomite and finely laminated chert (Hose, 1982).

Since the stratigraphic succession of the Mar is unknown
and there are no definitive dates to bracket its age, it is
possible that a part of the Mar is the same age as the Mds.

Figure 15 shows that the Dks limestone lies west of the
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Mar clastics.

Heretofore no western-derived carbonates

have been found in this area, and it is likely that these
are eastern carbonates.

A longitudinal component of

deposition within the basin would have been necessary to
provide such a configuration.

The absence of the Davis Spring and Kinkead Spring
units in the Fish Creek Range can also be explained by
Figure 16.

The figure shows the Mds and Mks draped across

the basin floor; the western side of the basin is the RMA
and the eastern side is the Dfw.

The basin filled and the

Mar was deposited on top of the Kinkead Spring Formation.

The eastern and western limits of the Mar surpass those of
the previously deposited units.

Hence, the Mds and Mks lie

above the Dfw in the northern Antelope Range, and since
their eastern limits did not reach the Fish Creek Range,
the Mar was deposited directly upon the Ddg.

According to the "Antler model" of Johnson and
Pendergast (1981) the Mars/Marc succession was deposited
during and after emplacement of the Roberts Mountains
allochthon.

After emplacement, the Antler orogen was

undergoing isostatic uplift following incipient subduction
of continental crust.

Molasse began to collect in the

inactive trough, which had previously been subsiding
rapidly and receiving flysch.

The presence of plant

debris, the textural immaturity of the rocks, and the
presence of spores which are typical of nearshore or
nonmarine depositional sites support the suggestion (Hose

Northern Antelope Range
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et al., 1982) that the upper Mar was deposited in a
low-energy environment like an estuary or delta. Conditions
along the western edge of the Antler foreland basin during
the late Mississippian would have encouraged the formation
of a linear belt of coalescing deltas (Harbaugh and
Dickinson, 1981).
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ALLOCHTHONOUS ROCKS

Slide Blocks

Huge blocks may have detached from the front of the
RMA and slid into the flysch trough (Poole et al., 1983).

Within the thesis area, the largest such block is the
"Woodruff/Webb block" (WF1 through 4 for the purpose of

location, Fig. 17), so named because the Webb Formation is
the lower unit of the block and the Woodruff Formation the
upper unit; the contact between the two is a RMA thrust.

The block slid into the trough and came to rest on top of
the autochthonous lower Antelope Range Formation (Marl).

On the west side, west of WF3 (center of the area), south
of hill 7537, the roughly east-west edge of the block may
have been preserved. The western trace of this edge seems
to be interrupted at irregular intervals by minor
north-trending normal faults.

However, these supposed

faults are tracable only for a short distance and may be
due to warping that resulted from corrugation of the
thinner edge or are the the result of basin-and-range
faulting.

This edge continues eastward where it is lost

under alluvium, reappears briefly, and then disappears
under the Tertiary rhyolites on the east side of the range.

An isolated block, WF4, lies in the southern part of the
area,

presumably related to the larger block. Another

portion of the WF block edge may be preserved northeast of
hill 7537, between WF1 and WF2. It is bounded on the north
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Figure 17.
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and south by normal faults.

This segment could also be

interpreted as a normal fault.

It appears that the Mw lies

on top of the Mar (Fig. 14) along the edge near WF2 (Fig.
17), but no contacts are exposed.

There is no firm

evidence to support one interpretation over the other;
perhaps the answer is a combination of the two.

Mar deposition continued during and after emplacement
of the WF blocks, encasing the block in sediments identical
to those on which it lay.

Sediments deposited on top of

the WF block belong to the upper Antelope Range Formation
(Maru).

The coarsening-upward trend continued, the WF

block was covered, and the Antelope Range Formation
conglomerate (Marc) capped the formation.
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Woodruff Formation, Discussion
Hose (1983) assigned several severely tectonized
allochthonous blocks of organic-rich mudstone, siltstone,
and chert to the Woodruff Formation (Fig. 18).

The blocks

lie at irregular intervals along a roughly north-trending
line through the center of the thesis area.

These rocks

have been the object of much speculation and study over the
last few decades because of their economic potential.

For

many years it has been known that vanadium and other metals
of value occur in high concentrations in them.

Additionally, the mudstones and shales contain a sufficient
amount of syncrude oil to qualify as low-grade oil shales
(Desborough et al., 1987).

Numerous bulldozer trenches and cuts provide good
access to outcrops of the Woodruff (Figs. 18 and 19).
Unfortunately, these rocks are extremely deformed, altered,

and oxidized to a depth of 40 feet or greater (Desborough
et al., 1987) so fresh rock surfaces were unavailable.

The

rocks generally weather in shades of yellowish gray and
brown and in areas of intense oxidation they are yellow to
yellow-green and grayish pink to red, due to the presence
of secondary vanadium, selenium, and iron minerals
(Desborough et al., 1987).

and veined with quartz.

Much of the rock is fractured

The bedding, where preserved, is

contorted, fractured, and offset by faulting (Fig. 20). The
Woodruff blocks structurally overlie the Webb Formation,
which is somewhat less disturbed.

This contact has been
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Looking north, view of Devonian Woodruff
Fig. 18.
Formation block (altered rock cut by numerous
excavations) - verticle distance from floor of wash to
top of block is 330 feet. Behind Dw block lies

mountain of carbonate (BM 7731) and the northern limit
of the thesis area. Unit in immediate foreground is
Webb Formation.

Fig 19. Woodruff block directly south of Fig. 13 (or WF2
of Fig.14).

Outcrop of Woodruff Formation mudstone in
bulldozer cut on top of Dw block in Fig. 15.
Fig 20.
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interpreted as a low-angle thrust fault, a remnant of the
Roberts Mountains thrusting (Fig. 14) (Desborough et al.
1987).

The Woodruff/Webb packages are allochthonous.

In

the thesis area, they overlie, and are probably overlapped
by, the autochthonous Mississippian Antelope Range
Formation (Hose, 1983; Desborough et al., 1984).
In the Carlin-Pinyon Range, Smith and Ketner (1978)

assigned the name Woodruff to a sequence of Upper Devonian
mudstone, shale, and chert that also contains lesser
amounts of dolomitic siltstone and dolomite.

The Woodruff

was probably deposited on and in front of the Roberts
Mountains allochthon (Murphy et al., 1984).

The blocks in the thesis area contain Famennian
conodonts (Poole et al., 1983) and sediments characteristic
of the Woodruff (Hose, 1983; Desborough et al., 1987), and
are assigned to that formation.

In Nevada, the Woodruff is

age correlative with the upper part of the Slaven Chert and
the Leatham Member of the Pilot Shale.
Desborough et al. (1987) studied these blocks.
named

They

the blocks the Gibellini facies of the Woodruff

Formation, and provided a comprehensive analysis of the
hydrocarbon and metal concentrations.
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Webb Formation, Discussion

A suite of rocks in the thesis area, consisting of
limestone, locally interbedded with and succeeded by
siliceous mudstone and claystone, was identified by Hose
(1983) as Webb Formation (Mw). Outcrops are rare.

Where

present, they commonly appear to be not in place and are
heavily jointed and fractured. Most exposures occur in

bulldozed trenches(Fig. 21, 22).

The rocks in the all

exposures are severely deformed and break in chips or
angular fragments.

Some small pieces (one to three inch)

of siliceous sandstone and grit are present in the float,

indicating their presence as isolated beds or lenses. A
sandstone crops out on the top of Hill 7537.

At this

location, the rocks have been severely tectonized.

They

are contorted, highly silicic, heavily jointed, and have
slickensides.

Slickensides are also present on the surfaces of

mudstone, claystone, and sandstone float throughout the
extent of the Mw in the thesis area.

However, rocks with

slickensides are most common in the upper portions of the
siliceous assemblage, and do not necessarily indicate large
amounts of lateral movement.

Because the Mw is so

intensely deformed, it was not possible to obtain many
reliable attitudes or estimate the thickness.

Most of the limestone in the Mw is micritic, varies in
color from light to medium gray, generally weathers

yellowish gray, and commonly breaks out in platy fragments
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Fig. 21.
high).

Webb Formation mudstone (bush approx. 3 ft
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Figure 22.

Webb Formation mudstone.
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or chips or angular fragments 8 mm to 128 mm in long
dimension (Fig. 23).

Just west of Hill 7236, a

brownish-yellow, silty, micritic limestone crops out (Fig.
24).

It contains quartz and chert grains (Fig. 25),

appears to be upright and in place, and displays the
effects of tectonism ubiquitous to the Webb.

Beds are 10

to 50 centimeters (1/2 to 2 inches) in thickness and break
off in slabs of not larger than 125 to 150 centimeters (5

to 6 inches). The bedding is contorted into gentle curves
and small folds; in places the beds curl until they are
nearly vertical.

Dips are variable, but average about 50W.

Strikes vary from N10E to N30E.

These attitudes are

consistent with the general trend of outcrops along the
Mw/Marc fault contact, approximately 200 feet to the east.

On a fresh surface, the siliceous mudstone and
claystone are medium to dark gray and weather to one of
several characteristic colors, including:

pale

yellowish-orange, pale greenish-yellow, and light greenish
gray; in places hydrothermal alteration hasintensified
these hues and reds appear.

The rock breaks into chips and

chunky fragments about 40 mm to 100 mm across.

Trenches

that penetrate as much as 1.5 to 3 meters (5 to 10 feet)

below the surface indicate that the Mw is altered, highly
deformed, fractured, and sheared to considerable depth and
probably throughout the entire thickness and extent (Fig.
21).

Thin sections of the mudstone do not show evidence of
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Ground painted
Fig 23. Webb Formation limestone.
orange so that this specific site could be found again.
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Webb Formation limestone east of WF2, looking
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internal deformation.

The mudstone is composed of quartz

grains, chert, (only the ghosts of chert grains remain),
and clay minerals.

The rock is cemented by chert (Fig.

25).

The Mw was first identified by Smith and Ketner (1968)
in the Carlin-Pinyon Range area where it is represented by
siliceous mudstone and claystone interbedded with smaller
amounts of limestone and sandstone.

The age is Early

Mississippian, based on conodonts collected from the
limestones (Smith and Ketner, 1968; Johnson and Pendergast,
1981, Appendix).

The Mw and Mw correlatives are present elsewhere in
central Nevada.

Rocks tentatively identified as Mw crop

out in the Roberts Mountains to the north (Murphy et al.,

1984); in the Antelope Range just to the west rocks of the
Mw age were named the Davis Spring Formation by Hose et al.
(1982), and farther west in the central Monitor Range, Wise
(1976) mapped rocks which are Webb equivalents.

of Homestead Canyon, located

The shale

on the west side of the

Diamond Mountains to the northeast (Poole and Claypool,
1984, p. 182), may also be related to the Webb.

The shale

is about 300 feet thick and early Mississippian in age.

According to Poole and Sandberg (1977), the Webb
represents deep water, hemipelagic sedimentation that
occurred along the flysch trough adjacent to the Antler
highlands.

It was deposited in a broad lithofacies belt

which overlapped and was incorporated into the advancing

4 5

Photomicrograph of Webb Formation
Figure 25.
mudstone (Mw). Field of view is approximately
3.3 mm (long dimension).
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toe of the Roberts Mountains thrust (RMT) (Smith and
Ketner, 1968; Johnson and Pendergast, 1981; Murphy et al.,
1984).

The interaction of the toe of the RMT and the

overlapping Webb assemblage helped to establish when the
RMT had finished moving (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

Radiolarians, algae, and foraminifera collected from
the Webb in the thesis area were identified as early
Mississippian, Osagean (Hose, 1983).

Limestone yielded

reworked Devonian and Mississippian faunas (Hose, 1983)
which of course did not provide definitive dates.
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Megabreccia (olistoliths?)

Other tectonically derived slide blocks in the area
may be more appropriately called olistoliths, if they slid
in during the Mississippian.

The term olistostrome....applies to chaotic deposits
emplaced by debris flows and related gravity processes
which are composed of extra-formational material or
which contain exotic clasts which are older than the
enclosing sedimentary sequence. The clasts, which
may be of gigantic dimensions, are called olistoliths
(Reading, ed., 1980, p. 379).
The largest agglomeration of olistoliths in the thesis
area is in the southeast corner, where several units are
represented. The largest is the Beacon Peak Dolomite (Dbp)

block (hill 7473), where several smaller clasts of varied
provenance rest on top and on the east side (Fig. 26 and
These include the Devils Gate Limestone (Ddg), Oxyoke
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Canyon Sandstone (Dox), and the Beacon Peak Dolomite.
Originally, all the clasts were probably part of a more
compact pile, but many rolled or slid down the hill later.

Two Dox blocks and part of the large Dbp block are
associated with the Cretaceous Newark Canyon Formation
(Knc).

The nature of the contacts is obscured, but the

blocks may have moved from their original position before
the Knc was deposited.

Another explanation for the presence of these blocks
may lie with a much later tectonic event.

During the

Cretaceous, most of the deformation related to the Sevier
orogeny was in east-central Nevada and west-central Utah.
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Effects of the Sevier orogeny may also have been important
in central Nevada.

Localized uplifts, caused by regional

warping and igneous intrusion, probably attained sufficient
relief to allow gravity sliding; debris would have
accumulated in isolated basins nearby.

In this case, given

their regional distribution, the Dbp, Ddg, and Dox blocks
would have slid in from the east.

In the valley on the

east side of the Fish Creek Range, is an anticline which
may have formed during the Sevier orogeny (Dan Carpenter,

Oregon State University, pers. comm. 1989), the most likely
source of the slide blocks.

If the Cretaceous scenario

happened then the blocks should not be called olistoliths.

On the western side of the thesis area, three blocks
of Ddg lie at intervals along a roughly north-south line
(Fig. 28).

These too are deformed and the limestone has

been completely recrystallized.
to be imbedded in the Mar.

The southern block appears

A ravine cuts through the block

exposing the side, revealing an L-shaped profile (see east
end of cross section A-A').
have a flat base.

The

block does not seem to

The other blocks are drawn with flat

bases because the actual profile of that surface cannot be
determined.

Whether or not these, and other, blocks slid to their
present position during Mississippian through Cretaceous
time, cannot be determined.

Whatever the provenance, these

blocks are probably not klippe from a thrust fault emplaced

Figure 27.
Aerial view of allochthonous blocks
in S.E. corner of thesis area, looking west.

Figure 28.
Devils Gate Limestone blocks along western
flank of area.
Photo taken from southern block, looking
north.
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from the west.

There was no Ddg, Dbp, or Dox available in

the west to be incorporated into such a thrust (Fig. 29).
Thus, they would have to be west-verging backthrusts and,

to date, there is no evidence in this part of Nevada to
support that conjecture.

Except for the spatial association of the Dox blocks

with the Knc, all blocks seem to lie on the autochthonous
Mississippian Antelope Range Formation.

This may suggest

that they slid into the trough sometime during the
Mississippian.

The presence of Permian rocks south of the

study area (Sans, 1985), as well as to the north (Nolan et

al., 1956), indicates that rocks of that age were probably
present throughout the extent of the Fish Creek Range.

Since all rocks from Permian through Jurassic have been
eroded from the study area, the olistoliths must have been
emplaced either well before the Permian or early in the
Cretaceous; otherwise they would not have been preserved.

About 210 million years of geologic time is unrepresented
by sediments in the thesis area.

All blocks show evidence of having undergone severe
deformation.
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Beacon Peak Dolomite
Distribution.

The largest block of Beacon Peak (Dbp)

is located in the southeast corner of the thesis area (hill
7473).

Three much-smaller blocks of Dbp lie at various

intervals down the side of hill 7473, southeast of the main
Dbp block. These may have spalled off the main Dbp block
Sans

sometime after its exposure and slid down the hill.

(1985), working in an adjacent area to the south, noted

that, in his area, the Dbp was conformably overlain by the
Oxyoke Canyon Formation (Dox). One of the Dbp slide blocks
near hill 7473 may display this relationship.
Description.

Fresh surfaces are light gray.

Exposed

surfaces weather to a light gray, light olive gray, or
pinkish gray.

The dolomite is finely crystalline and

massive over most of its extent. However, on the northeast
side of hill 7473, at about 7240 feet, there are outcrops
which have the appearence of bedding.

These beds strike

approximately parallel to the ridge and dip from 10 to 20
degrees southwest.

The upper 100 feet of strata on the Dbp
The

hill are extremely brecciated and highly disturbed.

lower portion has evidently been affected by the same
deformation, but less so than the upper portion.

Hose et al. (1982) proposed that the Dbp in the
northern Antelope Range was deposited sometime during
uppermost Silurian to Lower Devonian, but they also
included the Lone Mountain Dolomite in that unit.

Sans

(1985) took a sample from dolomite south of the Eureka-Nye
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county line, just south of the Dbp in the study area.

The

dolomite is identical in appearence to that found in the
study area and yielded conodonts of an age range compatible
with a Beacon Peak assignment.
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Oxyoke Canyon Formation

The Oxyoke Canyon Formation (Dox) is

Distribution.

represented by several blocks that occur in conjunction
with other allochthoous blocks in the thesis area.

Commonly Beacon Peak Dolomite is conformably overlain by
the Dox; however, with the possible exception of one
Dox/Dbp block on the west side of Hill 7473, all contacts
appear to be faults.

The Dox is confined to this hill and

the area nearby, in the thesis area.
Description.
quartzite.

The Dox is a massive, well-indurated

Whose grains cannot be seen in hand sample.

Fresh surfaces are light gray in color; exposed surfaces
weather to a yellowish gray or grayish pink color.

In thin-sections of Dox taken from a block just south
of Hill 7473, Sans (1985) observed that the rock is

composed of about nintey-five percent sub-angular to
sub-rounded sand-sized quartz grains.

Overgrowths are

common, and sutured boundaries are the result of pressure
solution.

Merriam (1973) tentatively identified the quartzite
blocks as Dox.

Hose (1978, 1983) made the same assignment.

Support or this assignment rests on hand samples and
thin-sections, taken from the blocks in the southern Fish
Creek Range. These have lithologies similiar to those in
the type area of the Oxyoke Canyon Formation in the Diamond
Mountains.

Further support for this assignment comes from

the association of the Dox conformably overlying the Dbp in
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Sans (1985) area.

This statigraphic relationship is found

elsewhere in central Nevada (Nolan et al., 1956).

No fossils were found in the Oxyoke Canyon fault
slices.

At Union Mountain, in the Pinyon Range, Kendall et

al. (1983) collected brachiopods and conodonts of Emsian to
Eifelian age within the Sadler Ranch Formation where it
intertongues with the Oxyoke Canyon Formation at Union
Mountain, in the Pinyon Range.
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Devils Gate Limestone
Distribution.

Along the northeast flank of the thesis

area are three groups of Devils Gate Limestone blocks
(LSB), which form rounded hills and knobs because they are
resistant to weathering (Fig. 27).

In the southeast corner

are several smaller LSB associated with blocks of Beacon
Peak Dolomite and Oxyoke Canyon Formation.
Description.

The limestone has been completely

recrystallized; it is composed of a homogeneous mass of
interlocking calcite crystals and is truly a crystalline
carbonate (Dunham, 1962).

Whatever faunal content or

texture these rocks once possessed, is gone.

Fresh

surfaces are light olive gray to medium light gray,

weathered surfaces are very rough and dimpled, ranging in
color from very light gray to light gray.

A block of limestone which caps Lime Hill, just south
of the county line (Sans, 1985) was identified as Devils
Gate Limestone by Merriam (1974).

Hose (1978, 1983) made

the same assignment for this block and four similar blocks
to the north on the east flank of the range.
identical in outcrop morphology and lithology.

All are

The block

at Lime Hill may contain faintly preserved stromatoporoids
which can be seen on weathered surfaces.

Portions of the

lower Devils Gate Limestone contain stromatoporoids
(Sandberg and Poole, 1977), indicating a shallow-water
depositional environment.

Several samples from the LSB were collected and
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processed for conodonts, and one piece of a conodont was
recovered from a sample taken west of hill 7294.

It was

tentatively identified as Pandorinellina insita (G.
Klapper, written comm., 1985).

The lower range of

Pandorinellina insita is the Lowermost asymmetrica Zone,

which is approximately the same as the base of the Devils
Gate Limestone.

No other fossils were recovered in the

thesis area.

In the northern part of the thesis area is a mountain
of carbonate (BM 7731) that was identified by Hose (1978,
1983) as Bay State Dolomite overlain by Devils Gate

Limestone. Outcrops of Ddg on the mountain are very similar
in appearence to the LSB.

The similarity of the LSB to blocks identified as Ddg
by Sans (1985), the faunal evidence, environment of
deposition, and lithologic similarity to Ddg elsewhere in
the thesis area, all support the assignment of these blocks
to the Devils Gate Limestone.
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PALEOZOIC EVENTS

Geologic History

In the early Late Devonian (Frasnian) most of eastern
Nevada was covered by platform carbonates.

The thesis area

lay near the western edge of the Devils Gate Limestone

lithotope. Devils Gate sedimentation continued into the
early Famennian.

Foreland epeirogeny resulted in the

collapse of the carbonate platform and the formation of the
Pilot Shale Basin.

This basin was a precursor to the

Antler flysch trough (Poole, 1974).

Carbonate

sedimentation came to a close locally during the Famennian.

In the west, a west-dipping subduction zone had formed
in oceanic crust.

As subduction commenced, an accretionary

wedge began to develop along the shelf margin.

Continued

subduction resulted in the formation of the Roberts
Mountains allochthon, which began to move eastward,
thrusting oceanic and outer-shelf deposits over shelf
sediments. Movement of the allochthon was mostly horizontal

from inception until the middle part of the Kinderhookian
when the Antler orogen emerged along the western
continental edge, forming the western barrier of the
foreland trough.

As the last remnant of oceanic crust was subducted, it
began to pull the continental crust behind it.

The Antler

flysch trough initially received deep-water, hemipelagic
sediments and allogenic deposits.

These gave way to
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coarser deposits of silt, sandstone, and conglomerate.

The

shallowing-upward trend of sedimentation reflects the
accelerated uplift of the RMA.

The oldest trough sediments

are early Mississippian in age.

The toe of the RMA formed the west side of the flysch
trough sometime in the Kinderhookian.

Flysch sediments

overlapped the thrust, and at the same time were being
shuffled into the RMA thrust assemblage at the base of the
allochthon.

As emplacement of the RMA progressed, blocks

of the interleaved RMA thrust units, such as the Mw/Dw
block, broke off the front of the advancing toe and slid
into the trough.

Further subduction was prevented by buoyancy of the
continental crust.

As the crust began to rebound after

incipient subduction, isostatic uplift accelerated the rise
of the Antler highlands causing great volumes of poorly
sorted, undifferentiated sediments (molasse) to form,
called the Antelope Range Formation in the thesis area.
Antler Structure

The oldest structures in the thesis area are thrusts
in blocks derived from the Roberts Mountains allochthon
(RMA).

Movement at the base of the RMA resulted in the

accretion and interleaving of units.

Blocks of the

shuffled units detached from the front of the moving RMA
and slid by gravity into the Antler foreland basin, where
they were covered by flysch and molasse (Mar) deposits
(Poole et al., 1983; Desborough et al., 1984).

A remnant
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RMA thrust fault occurs at four locations in the thesis
area (WF1-WF4, Fig. 29), which involves emplacement of
Devonian Woodruff Formation over the Webb.
they were all part of the same sheet.

Presumably,
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CRETACEOUS NEWARK CANYON FORMATION

There are small isolated outcrops of Newark Canyon
Formation (Knc) in the southeast corner of the thesis area
(Nolan et al., 1956).

Only a conglomerate is present here,

and to the south of the thesis area (Sans, 1985).

Nolan et

al. (1956) described the formation in the Diamond Mountains
to the northeast as a thick sequence of silt, sandstone,

conglomerate, and freshwater limestone in the Diamond
Mountains.

In the study area immediately to the south

there is no limestone, silt, or sandstone.

The conglomerate is composed of rounded to
well-rounded pebbles and cobbles of chert and quartzite,

derived mainly from the Ordovician Vinini and Valmy
Formations, and a minor amount of Paleozoic limestone
occurs there (Hose, 1983).

Nolan et al. (1956) assigned an early Cretaceous age
to the Knc in the Diamond Mountains, based on freshwater
gastropods and fish fossils.

In the thesis area Hose

(1983) called the formation early Cretaceous based on a

collection of ostracods, pollen, spores, and freshwater
mollusks supposedly taken from the Knc in the southern Fish
Creek Range; however, Merriam (1973) assigned a Late
Cretaceous to Paleocene age to a collection of fossils
taken from rocks in the Fish Creek Range mapped by Hose
(1983) as Knc just south of the Eureka-Nye county line.

Outcrop patterns suggest that the Knc accumulated in a
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basin with variable relief.

This led Nolan (1962) to

conclude that the basin floor was undergoing continuous
deformation due to crustal instability related to the
Sevier orogeny.

TERTIARY ROCKS AND STRUCTURE

Tertiary Sediments
Tuffaceous fine- to coarse-grained sandstone,

freshwater limestone, conglomerate, and air-fall tuff crop
out in the southwestern corner of the study area.

Most of

the sediments are yellowish gray to bluish white in color.
The sandstone is composed of chert and quartzite grains,
glass shards, pumice, volcanic lithic fragments, and other
lithics.

Bedding structure is rare, but hints of bedding

attitude in a few outcrops suggest that the unit is
The conglomerate contains clasts from the

flatlying.

surrounding volcanic units and also some from Paleozoic
formations (Hose, 1983).

Tertiary Rhyodacite and Associated Rocks
This is a heterogenous unit composed of volcanic rocks
and related

sedimentary rocks, including green and white

ignimbrites, volcanic greensand, rhyodacite, and debris
flows, pumice breccia, and interbeds of water-laid tuffs.

The rhyodacite contains hypersthene and feldspar
phenocrysts in a glassy groundmass (Sans, 1985).
(1983) obtained an Oligocene (Tertiary) K-Ar date.

Hose
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Normal Faults

There may be many small, high-angle normal faults in
the study area, but most are not tracable due to lack of
exposure.

Only four major high-angle normal faults can be

drawn with certainty (Fig. 24).

One (NF1) is on the

eastern side of the range east of hill 7731, where it can
be traced southward until it is lost under alluvium.

It

may cut through or around the Tertiary rhyolites at the
southern end of the thesis area.
offset in the rhyolite.

There is no evidence of

The movement is down on the east,

which allowed the upper portion of the Antelope Range
Formation to be preserved.

The conglomeratic upper beds of

the Mar are present only in this area. The transitional
contact between the Mar and the Marc in the north (across
from hill 7731) contains the youngest sediments of the Mar.

Another high-angle normal fault is on the west side of
hill 7731, which follows the base of the hill and joins NF1
at the southern tip of hill 7731.

Mississippian Antelope

Range Formation, on the west, has dropped down and is
juxtaposed with Devonian Devils Gate Limestone and Bay
State Dolomite.

The third high-angle normal fault (NF3) is on the
north side of hill 7537.

It trends northwest-southeast,
The

placing Mw on the south side against Mar on the north.
Mw is dropped down on the south, relative to the Mar.

The

strike of NF3 changes dramatically as the fault continues
eastward, curving southward in front of hill 7236 and is
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then lost under alluvium.

NF3 could also join NF2 if the

proposed slide block edge between WF1 and WF2 is a normal
fault.

A fourth normal fault in the far northeast corner of
the study area, has dropped the Marc/Mar down, relative to
the Mw, on the south side of the fault.

Reconstruction

along the fault would bring the Mars/Marc sequence above
the Mw, suggesting that Mw now lies under the Mar (Maru) on
the east side of the range.

All normal faults are assumed to be the result of the
Miocene and younger tensional regime responsible for Basin
and Range faulting (Zoback et al., 1981).

There is no

evidence in the field area for this assumption, but Sans
(1986) mapped a normal fault in the Fish Creek Range,

directly south of the thesis area, which he believed cuts
through Eocene sediments.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Mississippian Antelope Range Formation (Mar)

1.

is representative of the coarsening-upward sequence which
filled the Antler trough.

Deep-water shales gave way to

coarser deposits like those that might be found in a
system of coelescing deltas.

These deltas would have

formed on the western side of the Antler trough in
response to the rapid uplift of the Roberts Mountains
allochthon.

This uplift took place after the allochthon

had ceased movement and was the result of isostatic
rebound.

The Mars/Marc coarsening-upward sequence is

similar in age and lithology to the Dale Canyon and
Diamond Peak Formations in the Diamond Mountains.
2.

In the northern Antelope Range, two units, the

Davis Spring Formation and Kinkead Spring Limestone, are
intercalated between the Mar and the underlying

Fenstermaker Wash Formation (Devils Gate Limestone
equivalent).

These two units are not present in the Fish

Creek Range where the Mar lies directly on the Devils
Gate.

It is unusual to have siliciclastics (Mar) east

(Fig. 15) of carbonates (Kinkead Spring Limestone).

No

western-derived carbonates have been identified in Nevada.
Two possible explanations have been suggested: 1) the

units interfinger somewhere in the Mississippian basin,
and this relationship may have been the result of a
longitudinal component in the sediment-transport regime,
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or 2) the units do not interfinger, but were deposited in

succession, with the eastern extent of Mar deposition
greater than either the Davis Spring and Kinkead Spring,

resulting in deposition of Mar directly upon the Devils
Gate Limestone.
3.

Sometime in the early Mississippian, probably

before movement on the RMA had ceased, a huge block of
Mississippian Webb Formation may have broken off the front
of the thrust and slid into the Antler trough.

On top of

the Webb, attached by an RMA thrust, was a slice of
Devonian Woodruff Formation.

These rocks are commonly

associated, but in reverse stratigraphic order. The block
came to rest on top of the lower part of the Mar and is

inferred to have been covered depositionally, as were any
other blocks that fell into the trough at that time, by
the upper portion of the Mar.
4.

It is not possible to ascertain exactly when any

of the other allochthonous blocks arrived in what is now
the Fish Creek Range, or exactly where they came from.

All the blocks of Beacon Peak, Oxyoke Canyon, and Devils
Gate lie on Mar.

It seems odd that more than one event

could be responsible for this occurrence, but not
impossible.

The Cretaceous Sevier orogeny could be

partially or wholly responsible for introducing the blocks
because localized uplifts in the area could have shed such
debris.

An anticline in the valley to the east of the

Fish Creek Range may have been the source.

There is no
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sedimentary record in the thesis area from the late
Mississippian until the Cretaceous.

The blocks must have

arrived during the Mississippian or in the late Jurassic
to early Cretaceous, or they would not have been
preserved.

Hose (1983) mapped the Devils Gate blocks on the
western side of the study area and the Beacon Peak block
in the southeast as thrust klippe.

faulting from the west is

However, thrust

unlikely because the carbonate

rocks were not deposited west of the Fish Creek Range and
consequently, were not available.
5.

Tertiary normal faults exposed the Devonian

carbonates in the northern part of the study area and also
helped preserve the upper part of the Mar in a
down-dropped block in the northeast corner.

The contact

between the Marc and the Mw along that block is a
north-striking, high-angle normal fault that is down on
the east, not a depositional contact as indicated by Hose
(1983).

6. Lack of exposures prevented accurate location and
analysis of structures, determination of stratigraphic
succession and thicknesses of units, stratigraphic

correlation, and interpretation and dating of tectonic
events that affected the study area.

The area is probably

more structurally complex than is represented on the map
and cross sections; however, there is not enough

information, and further interpretation would'be speculation.
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